Project Profile

Midtown Square

Unlocking Design Options And Driving Comfort In An Urban Development

MagicPak ® Impact

▪ Scope: Midtown Square is a
four-story, mixed-use urban infill
development in Glenview, Illinois.
Original plans called for an offset
floor, and meet stringent local
building codes.
▪ MagicPak Solution: MagicPak
MGE units provided the design
flexibility to accommodate the
offset floor, with custom color
matching and vertical orientation
of the louvers to satisfy aesthetic
concerns and building codes.
▪ Results: Because the developer
specified MagicPak systems,
there were no compromises in
the final design, and even the
HVAC noise issues common
to urban developments were
completely eliminated.

Midtown Square is a mixed-use development in Glenview, Illinois. Since opening in 2014,
Midtown Square has garnered a number of recognitions, including the “Best Block”
Charter Award by Illinois Congress for the New Urbanism, and “Top 5 Development”
for 2014-2015 at the 27th Annual CRE Awards Dinner. Midtown Square was also a
2015 ULI Chicago Vision Awards finalist.

The Challenge
With a constrained urban footprint, noise considerations and stringent
aesthetic code standards to meet, Glenview Square needed an HVAC
system that could accommodate tricky design elements while helping
to save space in an urban setting.

The Solution
MagicPak® systems offered the perfect balance of comfort, low noise
levels, and the design flexibility to deliver a high level of performance
that met local codes without compromising the building’s original
architectural vision.

MagicPak All-In-One™ MGE
Gas Heating/Electric Cooling

MagicPak® MGE Systems are the Perfect
Answer for an Urban Development
Midtown Square, a mixed-use development located in the heart of downtown
Glenview—a suburb of Chicago—features 101 one-bedroom and 37 two-bedroom
apartments, along with 9,000+ square feet of retail space for businesses. Alex
Tompsidis, President of AT Mechanical, worked closely with the project developer
and architect to select HVAC systems. Tompsidis had been using MagicPak for
years and was familiar with its dependability and flexible installation options.
“The MagicPak MGE unit is a commercial-grade product, and it shows in its
construction. It’s not some flimsy piece. It’s a well-made, quality, quiet unit that
does what it’s supposed to do,” said Tompsidis.

Meeting Design Challenges
One of the best benefits of MagicPak is in the flexibility of installation to help meet
local building and aesthetic codes. The original design plans of Midtown Square
called for the top floor to be offset, which created a problem because traditional
heating and cooling systems aren’t designed to accommodate an offset floor. To
address these challenges, MagicPak systems were proposed, but the developer
had concerns about the exterior louvers. Fortunately, MagicPak louvers can be
made to exact color specifications with custom paint and color matching, but
color was not a concern in this case. It was the orientation. “We were able to spec
MagicPak MGE units and design a vertical orientation of the louvers to essentially
‘hide’ them from the architect’s elevations and help meet standards set by the
city,” said Tompsidis.

“The MagicPak MGE unit is a commercial-grade product, and it shows
in its construction. It’s not some flimsy piece. It’s a well-made, quality,
quiet unit that does what it’s supposed to do.”
Alex Tompsidis, President, AT Mechanical

“The quietness of the MagicPak unit is key because it works
in a way that I would be happy with in my own home.”
Alex Tompsidis, President, AT Mechanical
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To learn more about how MagicPak can benefit your
next project, visit our website at MagicPak.com.
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